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Abstract 

Radiotherapy is a cancer treatment utilising high doses of ionizing radiation to destroy cancer 

cells.Our team has pioneered neutron activation of 152Sm, filled and sealed into single-walled 

(SWCNTs) and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), to create stable and high-dose 

radioactive carbon nanocapsules for cancer radiotherapy. In this work, MWCNTs filled with 

enriched 152SmCl3(Sm@MWCNTs) were sealed and irradiated, followed bysurface 

functionalisation with an epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)-targetingantibody. 

Characterisation of functionalised Sm@MWCNTswas carried out using thermogravimetric 

analysis, gel electrophoresis and transmission electron microscopy. The organ biodistribution of the 

radioactive functionalised 153Sm@MWCNTs and therapeutic efficacy were studied in an 

experimental melanoma lung metastatic tumour model in mice after intravenous injection. 

Quantitative biodistribution analyses showed high accumulation of 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab in lung. 

Significant tumour growth reduction was induced by both treatments 

of153Sm@MWCNTsfunctionalised with or without the antibody after a single intravenous injection. 

Although EGFR targeting showed no improvement in therapeutic efficacy, reduced spleen toxicity 

and normal haematological profiles were obtained for both functionalised derivatives. The current 

study demonstrated the possibility of performing chemical functionalisation and antibody 

conjugation on radioactive nanocapsules post-irradiation for the preparation of targeted 

radiopharmaceuticals. 

 

1. Introduction 

Radiotherapy is one of the mainstreamcancer treatments, utilisinghigh doses of ionizing radiation to 

destroy cancer cells. Currently, approximately 50% of patients with cancer will receive radiotherapy 

for the management of their disease either as the sole therapy, or as an adjuvant treatment in 

conjunction with chemotherapy, or in the form of palliative care in the case of metastases[1]. There 

are several ways to deliver radiotherapy, and radioisotope therapy (RIT) is one of the approaches 

where radioactive liquid is administered into the body by injection or ingestion.It is therefore 

considered as systemic radiotherapy, in contrast to external beam radiotherapy (EBRT), where 

radiation beams are directed from outside of the body ontothe tumours. An obvious advantage of 

RIT over EBRTis that itis capable of tackling both localised solidtumours and disseminated 

metastases[2], while the latter is only applicable as a local therapy. 

 

Many therapeutic radioisotopes have been employed in preclinical and clinical applications; the 

physicochemical properties of the radionuclides (e.g. α, β or Auger particle emitters), the type of 
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cancers and stages, patient conditions and technical/facility feasibility etc. should all be considered 

when selecting the radiotherapeutic isotopes for cancer therapy[3]. Like chemotherapeutic 

drugs,one major challenge remains to maximise the accumulation in tumours while reducing the 

nonspecific uptake in healthy tissues that accounts for undesirable systemic toxicity. With this 

regard, a wide range ofnanoparticles have been employed ascarriersto deliverradioisotopes, aiming 

to improve the anti-tumour efficacyand reduce the side effects[2]. It is thought that nano-

formulations can alter the fast elimination nature of most radioisotopes, load more or multiple 

radioisotopes onto a single particle, andalso achieve tumour specific-targeting by surface 

functionalisationof nanoparticles with ligands. 

 

Using chelators such as diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA) and 1,4,7,10-

tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid (DOTA) is a common strategy to label 

nanoparticles with radioisotopes[2, 4]. For example, Werner et al. have formulated folate-targeted 

polyethylene glycol-poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)(PEG-PLGA) nanoparticles loaded with paclitaxel 

and labelled with a β emitter 90Y[5].Using an ovarian peritoneal metastasis model, the mice 

receiving combined chemoradiotherapy showed longer survival than the ones given 

monotherapy.Another study conducted by Lin et al. developed a therapeutic and diagnostic 

PEGylated liposome labelled with 188Reemitting both β and γ particles.Uptake of 188Re-liposomes 

in tumours was imaged by SPECT/CT and the treatment improved the median survival time in an 

orthotopic lung tumour model[6]. The radiolabelling yields are generally high in thechelator-

mediated strategy; however, thermodynamic and kinetic stability can be compromised in vivo[7].  

 

Researchers have explored the concept of chelator-free radioactive nanoparticles, particularly for 

inorganic nanoparticles.Examples of intrinsic radiolabellinginclude 64Cu sulfide nanoparticles in 

which the radioisotope was part of the building components of the nanoparticles[8], and 

mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) that immobiliseda wide range of radiometalsthanks to their 

oxygen-rich matrix[9].Another approach is to generate radioactive nanoparticles by neutron 

activation of stable isotope. 165Ho-doped MSNs were activated by neutron irradiation, and the 

resulting 166Ho-labelled MSN successfully improved the survival of ovarian tumour-bearing 

mice[10]. Our team has pioneered the work to create radioactive carbon nanocapsules by neutron 

activation of the encapsulated metals for cancer radiotherapy[11]. Non-radioactive 152SmCl3was 

filled and sealed intosingle-walled and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs and MWCNTs), 

which were then converted to 153Sm via neutron activation. High specific radioactivity was obtained 

in the resultant153Sm@MWCNTs, which is sufficient for SPECT/CT imaging.Furthermore, the 
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conjugate has shown to be therapeutically effective in delaying growth of metastatic lung tumours 

after single intravenous injection[11].  

 

The present work took it further developing an antibody (Ab)-functionalised MWCNTs 

packagingradiotherapeutic 153Sm for specific tumour targeting.Cetuximab, the antibody against 

epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), was covalently conjugated to neutron-activated 
153Sm@MWCNTs [12].Characterisation of functionalised Sm@MWCNTs was carried out using 

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), gel electrophoresis and transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM).Taking advantage of the fact that 153Sm emits both γ photons (103 keV) and β particles 

(maximum 810 keV), pharmacokinetics and organ biodistribution of 153Sm@MWCNT-Abwere 

assessed quantitatively by γcounting.Using an experimental lung metastatic melanoma model, the 

therapeutic efficacy was evaluated following intravenous administration. 

 

2. Experimental section 

2.1 Materials  

The chemicals and solvents were obtained from commercial suppliers and used without further 

purification. Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) grown MWCNTs (Elicarb® MWNT) were 

provided by Thomas Swan & Co. Ltd (UK) as a solid powder. Enriched samarium-152(III) oxide 
152Sm2O3was provided by Eurisotop (France). ICP-MS analysis of the starting 152Sm2O3 material, 

dissolved in diluted hydrochloric acid (10 mg Sm·L-1), shows the presence of 98.38 % of the 152-

samarium isotope. Cetuximab was obtained fromGuy’s Hospital(UK) as pharmaceutical 

formulation Erbitux® (Merck KGaA, Germany) at a concentration of 5 mg·mL-1. The solvents used 

for synthesis were analytical grade. When anhydrous conditions were required, high quality 

commercial dry solvents were used. Water was purified using a Millipore filter system MilliQ®. 

When stated, suspensions were sonicated in a water bath (20 W, 40 kHz). For filtration of CNTs, 

polycarbonate and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) membranes from Millipore were employed. If 

not differently specified, dialysis of CNT compounds was carried out employing membrane with 

MWCO 12000-14000 Da purchased from Spectrum Laboratories, Inc. Mini-dialysis and buffer 

exchange were performed in Slide-A-Lyzer dialysis tubes (10000 MWCO) from Thermo Scientific. 

Centrifugation was performed either using an Eppendorf 5804 R apparatus, Eppendorf 5810R, A-4-

81 rotor or a Beckman Avanti J-25 centrifuge equipped with JS-7.5 rotor. The BCA protein assay 

kit was purchased by Thermo Fisher Scientific.Tris-Glycine gels (4-20%) were purchased from 

Bio-Rad Laboratories (USA). RPMI-1640 medium, penicillin/streptomycin, trypsin/EDTA, and 

phosphate buffered saline (PBS) were obtained from Gibco (Thermo Fisher Scientific, UK). Fetal 
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bovine serum (FBS) was purchased from First Link UK Ltd.RPMI-1640 medium and other cell 

culture supplements were purchased from Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific (UK).Puromycin, 

thiazolyl blue tetrazolium bromide (MTT reagent),laemmli buffer, β-mercaptoethanol, Coomassie 

blue and polyethylenimine (PEI) were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich (UK). D-luciferin potassium 

salt was purchased from Perkin-Elmer (UK).  

 

2.2 Preparation of Sm@MWCNTs 

As-received MWCNTs were initially treated with a mixture of sulphuric/nitric acids followed by 

steam, using a previously reported protocol[13]. This treatment resulted in purified samples of 

open-ended short MWCNTs. We employed the same batch of MWCNTs used in our previous study 

which resulted in a median length of ca. 330 nm[11]. About 200 mg of finelyground MWCNTs 

were placed inside a round bottom flask containing a mixture of sulphuric (18 M) and nitric (15.8 

M) acid in a 3:1 ratio. The MWCNTs were sonicatedin the acid mixture for 24 h. After the 

treatment, thesolution wasdiluted with water and filtered through a 0.2 μm polycarbonate 

membrane. The sample was then rinsed with water until the pH of the filtrate was neutral, collected 

and left drying at 80°C overnight.Thesolid powder was then spreadon a sample holder (silica tube, ø 

= 4 cm) which was placed inside a larger alumina tube (ø = 5 cm) centred in the middle of a tubular 

furnace. The MWCNT sample was treated with argon and steam. Argon was purged through the 

system for 2 h before introducing steam, to ensure the complete removal of oxygen from the 

system. Steam was next introduced by bubblling argon through hot water and the furnace annealed 

up to 900 °C(at a rate of 300 °C/min). The temperature of 900 °C was held for 1 h. After the steam 

treatment, the MWCNTswere collected andtreated overnight using hydrochloric acid (6 M) at 

110°C. The solution was filtered through a polycarbonate membrane (0.2 µm pore size) and dried 

overnight at 80°C. TGA was performed using platinum pans on a TA Q-5000-IR TGA instrument 

with the following parameters: heating up to 900 °C at 10°C·min-1, air gas flow rate of 25 mL·min-

1and about 3 mg of sample.  

 

Filling MWCNTs with cold enriched 152SmCl3 was performed following a previously reported 

filling method for non-enriched material[14]. Enriched 152Sm2O3 powder was dissolved in a diluted 

HCl solution, followed by slow solvent evaporation at about 90°C.The sample was dehydrated at 

240°C under vacuum and placed inan argon-filled glovebox. The resulting dry 152SmCl3 was then 

mixed with MWCNTs (about 100 mg per experiment) in a 10:1 weight ratio, well ground and 

placed in several silica tubes (ø = 1 cm). These tubes were sealed under vacuum and placed in a 

tubular furnace, where an annealing step was carried out (1200°C for 12 h). The annealing allowed 
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the encapsulation of the metal halide into MWCNTs and ensured the end-closure of nanotubes, 

creating thus the carbon nanocapsules[15].Samples were collected from silica ampoules and mixed 

together. In order to remove the non-encapsulated SmCl3, external to the CNT walls, the samples 

were washed using an acidic solution[16]. The sample was initially soaked in acidic water (200 mL 

of water mixed with 5 mL of HCl) and filtered on a polycarbonate membrane (0.2 µm). The sample 

was then washed for 3 times in 200 mL of hot acidic water (80°C, 24 h per wash, constant stirring), 

with filtration in-between. Finally, the sample was washed one more time, using water (without 

acid) and same washing conditions, filtered and dried overnight at 80°C. 

 

Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) analysis was carried out at Cis Bio 

International using thePerkinElmer Sci EX ELAN® DRC II system with a quadrupole collision cell. 

Samples for ICP-MS were microwave digested (800 W, 40 min) in a 3:1 mixture of nitric:hydrogen 

peroxide (Suprapur® Merck KGaA, Germany). The contents of the reactor were then transferred to a 

polyproylene flask, followed by a series of washings with de-ionised water (ELGA Labwater 

PURELAB® Classic water purifying system; resistivity 18.2 MΩ/cm), and the volume was then 

made up to 25 mL. HRTEM imaging was performed using a FEI Tecnai G2 F20 microscope 

operated at 200 kV. 

 

2.3 Synthesis of cold 152Sm@MWCNT-NH2 

Functionalisation of 152Sm@MWCNTswas performed following the same approach used for cold 

non-enriched Sm@SWCNTs, previously reported[12]. In a dry Schlenk tube, SmCl3@MWCNTs 

(12 mg) were dispersed in dry NMP (8 mL) by sonicating for 15 min in a water bath under argon. A 

solution of a protected amino triethylene glycol terminated with an azide(0.5g) in dry NMP (5 mL) 

was then added to the CNT dispersion and the mixture was heated at 190°C for 13 h under vigorous 

stirring and under argon (Scheme 1).The cooled mixture was then diluted with ethanol (15 mL) and 

filtered over a PTFE membrane (Omnipore® 0.1 μm). The CNTs recovered on the filter were 

sonicated for 10 min in DMF (20 mL) to re-disperse them and wash them, and the dispersion was 

filtered again. Re-dispersion in fresh solvent, sonication and filtration were repeated with DMF (10 

mL) and twice with MeOH (2 x 10 mL). 

 

An aliquot of phthalimide-functionalised 152Sm@MWCNTs was kept for characterisation, while the 

remaining amount (ca. 11 mg) was dispersed in EtOH (10 mL) by sonicating for 10 min and then 

treated with hydrazine hydrate (1 mL) for phthalimide cleavage. The dispersion was stirred at r.t. 

for 2 h and then filtered through a PTFE membrane (Omnipore® 0.1 μm). The membrane with the 
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deposited CNTs was sonicated for 10 min in EtOH (5 mL) and the dispersion was filtered again. 

Re-dispersion in fresh solvent, sonication and filtration were repeated twice with MeOH (2x5 mL) 

and finally with acetone (5 mL), yielding 152Sm@MWCNT-NH2. 

 

2.4 Synthesis of cold 152Sm@MWCNT-Ab 

Cetuximab is available in commercial formulation Erbitux® in PBS buffer. Buffer exchange to 2-

(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES) buffer pH 7 was carried out using Slide-a-Lyzer Mini 

Device (MWCO 10000) to finally obtain a 2.25 mg·mL-1 solution of Cetuximab in MES 

(concentration was verified by UV-Visusing a Varian Cary 5000 spectrophotometer).MES buffer 50 

mM was prepared by dissolving MES (9.76 g) in distilled deionised water (800 mL). pH was 

adjusted to 7 with 10 N NaOH before bringing the solution to 1 L. 

 
152Sm@MWCNT-NH2(ca. 10 mg) were dispersed in DMF (1 mL) by sonicating for 15 min. A 

solution of N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC×HCl) (6 mM) 

and N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide sodium salt (sulfo-NHS, NHSS) (4.4 mM) in MES (2 mL) was 

then added to the dispersion under sonication. After 5 min, 3 mL of Cetuximab (2.25 mg·mL-1 in 

MES) were added and the mixture was gently stirred for 24 h.Afterwards, the reaction mixture was 

homogenised by sonicating for 30 sec and the 152Sm@MWCNT-Ab conjugate was precipitated by 

centrifugation (4500 rpm, 10 min, 15°C). The supernatant was removed, the precipitated CNTs 

were re-dispersed in fresh PBS buffer (10 mL) by sonicating for 10 min. Centrifugation, buffer 

removal and re-dispersion were repeated 3 times in order to thoroughly wash away the non-reacted 

antibody. After washing, the precipitated CNTs were re-dispersed in sterile PBS at a concentration 

of 2.43 mg·mL-1.An amount of 1.2 mL of this dispersion was stored at 4°C for characterisation 

purposes, while the rest was used to dilute the hot 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab conjugate prepared as 

described below after neutron irradiationfor biodistribution studies. 

 

2.5 Neutron activation and synthesis of hot 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab 

Neutron activation was used to produce radioactive 153Sm@MWCNTs as described previously[11]. 

Irradiation was performed at a neutron flux of 1x104 n·cm-2·s-1 for 78 h. Based on the filling yield 

of 152SmCl3,the specific radioactivity was predicted to be 17.53 GBqper mg of 
153Sm@MWCNTs.The actual, final activity was 15.97 GBq per mg of 153Sm@MWCNTs, which 

was consistent with expectations[17, 18].Following the same protocol described above for cold 

CNTs, 765 µL of hot 153Sm@MWCNTs (<0.5 mg·mL-1, 807 MBq)in DMF were mixed with 4 mL 

of a dispersion of cold 152Sm@MWCNTs (6 mg) in dry NMP, functionalised with the organic azide 
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and deprotected with hydrazine hydrate to obtain 153Sm@MWCNT-NH2. Functionalisationof 

153Sm@MWCNTs-NH2 with Cetuximab was performed following the protocol above.  

 

For in vivo studies, radioactive153Sm@MWCNT-NH2 and 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab dispersions in PBS 

were mixed withdifferent amounts of non-irradiated 152Sm@MWCNT-NH2 and 152Sm@MWCNT-

Ab, dispersions in PBS, respectively,to get the appropriate radioactivity suitablefor the different in 

vivo studies. Each injection dose contained the same amount of Sm@MWCNTs or Sm@MWCNT-

Ab(mixtures of hot and cold materials, 200 µg/mouse).The specific radioactivity used for the 

biodistribution or therapy studies will be reported in the experimental sections accordingly. 

 

2.6 Physicochemical characterisation: TGA, TEM and gel electrophoresis  

TGA was performed on a TGA1 (Mettler Toledo) apparatus from 30°C to 900°C with a ramp of 

10°C·min-1 under N2 using a flow rate of 50 mL·min-1 and platinum pans. For TGA of the 
152Sm@MWCNT-Ab conjugate, an aliquot of a suspension in PBS was previously dialysed against 

deionised water to remove the buffer salts and lyophilised. For the loading estimation, values of 

weight loss were taken at 650°C.  

 

The immunostaining experiments were performed following the protocol we reported in a previous 

work[11]. TEM analyses were performed on a Hitachi H7500 microscope (Tokyo, Japan) with an 

accelerating voltage of 80 kV, equipped with an AMT Hamamatsu camera (Tokyo, Japan). 

 

Antibody conjugation was assessed by gel electrophoresis.The protein loading on 
152Sm@MWCNT-Ab was quantified by BCA protein assay performed according to the product 

protocol. Laemmli buffer was added to the samples for non-reducing conditions or Laemmli buffer 

supplemented with 5% β-mercaptoethanol for reducing conditions. A protein ladder, Cetuximab and 

152Sm@MWCNT-Ab were loaded into 4-20% Tris-Glycine gels at similar protein concentration. 

The gel was run at a voltage of 150 V or 200 V for ca. 60 min (Mini-PROTEAN® TGXTM, Bio-Rad 

Laboratories, USA) and then stained with Coomassie blue overnight. After removing the staining 

solution, the gel was extensively washed with distilled water. 

 

2.7 Cell culture 

Mouse melanoma B16F10-Luc cells expressing luciferase were purchased from Perkin-Elmer 

(UK). For retroviral EGFR transduction,H29D human retroviral packaging cells (a gift from Prof J 

Maher,King’s College London) were transfected with the EGFR plasmid (Addgene plasmid 
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#11011),which is packaged transiently in vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) G pseudotyped 

particles[19]. PEIwas used (10 µL of PEI 1 mM to 5 µg of plasmid) to transfect H29D cells. The 

cell culture media of H29D, containing the viral particles, was daily added to B16F10-Luc cells. 

The media was replaced after 24 h of incubation, and the cells were further cultured for 72 

h.Infected cells were then selected by culturing in puromycin-containing culture medium (2 µg-mL-

1, cell specific sensitivity assessed by MTT assay). EGFR expression was confirmed by Western 

blotting. B16F10-Luc-EGFR cells were maintained in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% 

FBS, 100 IU·mL-1 penicillin and 100 µg·mL-1 streptomycin at 37°C in an incubator containing 5 % 

CO2.  

 

2.8 Animals 

All in vivo experiments were conducted under the authority of project and personal licences granted 

by the UK Home Office and the UKCCCR Guidelines (1998). Female C57BL/6 mice aged 6-8 

weeks were purchased from Envigo (UK) and used for all in vivo studies. Mice were injected with 

B16F10-Luc-EGFR cells via a tail vein (5x105 cells per injection per mouse) to establish pulmonary 

melanoma metastases. 

 

2.9 Pharmacokinetics and organ biodistribution of153Sm@MWCNT-Ab by γ counting 

To investigate the pharmacokinetics and organ biodistribution of 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab, healthy and 

tumour bearing C57BL/6 mice were injected with 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab containing approximately 

0.8 MBq via a tail vein. Blood was sampled from a tail vein at 5 min, 10 min, 30 min, 1 h, 4 h or 24 

h after injection. At 1 h, 4 h and 24 h, major organs were excised and weighed. To assess the 

excretion profiles, animals were additionally housed individually in metabolic cages with free 

access to water but not food. Urine and faeces were collected over 24 h after injection. The 

radioactivity of the above samples (i.e. tissues, blood, urine and faeces) was measured by γ-

counting (LKB Wallac 1282 Compugamma, PerkinElmer) and the results were expressed as 

percentage injection dose per sample (% ID) or per g of sample (% ID/g).  

 

2.10 In vivo153Sm@MWCNT and 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab radiotherapy studies  

Following tumour inoculation, in vivo quantitative bioluminescence imaging was performed twice a 

week to monitor the tumour growth (IVIS Lumina III, Perkin-Elmer, UK). Mice under anaesthesia 

were subcutaneously injected with luciferin at 150 mg·kg-1 and imaged 10 min after injection. 

Bioluminescence signals from regions of interests were measured using Living Image software 

(Perkin-Elmer, UK) and recorded as total flux (photons/sec). 
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On Day 4 post-tumour inoculation, tumour-bearing mice were randomly divided into three groups 

(n = 6-9): untreated, 153Sm@MWCNT-NH2 and 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab. Mice assigned for 

treatmentswere intravenously injected with 200 µg of 153Sm@CNT dispersions containing 

approximately 15 MBq. Untreated mice were injected with saline as control. Tumour growth was 

monitored by bioluminescence imaging as described above. Mice were sacrificed on Day 17 post-

tumour inoculation. Blood was sampledfor haematological analysis performed by the Royal 

Veterinary College (London, UK).Major organs including lung, liver, spleen, heart and kidney were 

weighed and proceeded with histological examination. Harvested fixed organs were paraffin-

embedded and sectioned for haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) or Neutral Red staining according to 

standard histological protocols at the Royal Veterinary College (UK). All stained sections were 

analysed using a Leica DM 1000 LED microscope (Leica Microsystems, UK) coupled with a CCD 

digital camera (Qimaging, UK). 

 

2.11 Statistical analysis 

Quantitative data were expressed as mean ± S.D. (standard deviation). Significant differences were 

examined using one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's multiple comparison test.  

 

2.12 Dosimetry simulation 

The surviving fraction of cancer cells in targeted therapy can be estimated using the following 

modelexpressed in equation (1)[20] 

 

SF(𝑡) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −𝛼 𝑟
 

+ 𝑒 ( ) − 𝑒 ( ) + 𝜆 (𝑡 − 𝑡 )    (1) 

 

where α is the intrinsic radiosensitivity parameter for a given cell line, r0 is the extrapolated initial 

dose-rate, m is the effective uptake rate and k the effective washout rate constants, λ is the 

repopulation rate describing the exponential tumour growth,t stands for time, t0 is time of the first 

tumour size measurement (day 3), andtiis time of the radiopharmaceutical injection (day 4).  

 

The non-irradiated micetumour size data (day 3 to 13) were used to determine the repopulation rate 

λ by the least square fit with function 𝑁(𝑡) = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 exp (𝜆𝑡). The fit yielded λ = 1.87·10-2 h-1. 

Effective uptake and washout rates were estimated by fitting pharmacokinetic data using equation 

(2) 
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%𝐼𝐷(𝑡) = %𝐼𝐷 (𝑒 − 𝑒 )       (2) 

 

It should be noted that the %ID data of lungs with tumour for hour 1 and 24 (lungs in Figure 5a) is 

not enough for the fit. Using the fact half-life of 153Sm as 46.3 hours, theresulting parameters for 

simulation wereID0= 80%, k = 1.63·10-2 h-1,m = 1.36h-1. More kinetic data to fit would provide 

more reliable parameters. 

 

The extrapolated initial dose rate, , equals A·ID0·fT·S. A stands for administered activity (A = 15 

MBq), ID0is 80% from previous paragraph,fT is mass fraction of the tumour in lungs (fT = 

Mtumour/(Mlungs+Mtumour);using 0.05 g for tumour and 0.12 g for lungs, this yields fT=0.294) and S is 

the absorbed radiation dose per radionuclide decay in the tumour (Gy Bq-1 s-1) (we do not take into 

account cross irradiation from other parts of the body). Assuming spherical tumour size of 0.05 

g[21], S =5.7·210-10 Gy Bq-1.  

 

The last parameter left to deduce is α, the intrinsic radiosensitivity parameter of the cells, 

determined empirically from cell survival data using the expression in equation (3) 

 

𝑆𝐹 = exp(−𝛼𝐷 − 𝛽𝐷 )        (3) 

 

where β is the dose-rate dependent radionsensitivity parameter. Schiller et al. revealed cell survival 

for B16F10 after the dose of 2 Gybeing SF2 = 0.96[22]. Thishigh value indicates the cell line is 

highly radioresistant. Three different α/β ratioswere used from linear quadratic radiobiological 

model to deduce α[23, 24]. Applying D=2Gy and α/β = 1, 2 or 3,equation (3) yields α=0.0068, 

0.0102 and 0.0122 Gy-1, respectively. 

 

3. Results 

3.1 Characterisation of the conjugates 

TGA on empty MWCNTs revealed 1.2 wt%solid residue which corresponds to oxidised inorganic 

species. This residue arises mainly from oxidised iron used as a catalyst in the CVD synthesis, and 

would correspond to 0.8 wt.% Fe.ICP-MS analysis of 152Sm@MWCNTs reveals a loading of 30.8 

w/w% 152Sm. The high filling degree was confirmed by HRTEM imaging (Figure S1). The contrast 

offered by the filling material reveals the coexistence of fragments of nanowires and inorganic 

nanotubes, the latter resulting in the formation of tubular van der Waals heterostructures. 

0r
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The 152Sm@MWCNTs were functionalised by [2+1] cycloaddition of nitrenes generated in situ by 

thermolysis of an azide derivative bearing a triethyleneglycol chain terminated with a phthalimide-

protected amine (Scheme 1). The phthalimide-functionalised 152Sm@MWCNTs were characterised 

by TGA, and the degree of functionalisation estimated from the weight loss comparison with 

pristine 152Sm@MWCNTs was 13.5 % (Figure 1), corresponding to a loading of 487 μmol/g.After 

deprotection using hydrazine hydrate, the weight loss was slightly lower, as expected (Figure 1).  

 

 

Scheme 1: Amine functionalisation and antibody conjugation of 152Sm@MWCNTs. a) Dry 

NMP, 190°C, 13 h; b) NH2-NH2, EtOH, r.t., 2h; c) Cetuximab, EDCxHCl, NHSS, MES buffer pH 

7.4, 24 h. 

 

Cetuximab was covalently conjugated onto the CNTs by amidation through activation of the COOH 

groups of the antibody using EDC and NHSS. The loading of antibody on 152Sm@MWCNT-Ab 

estimated by TGA was 220 mg/g. The concentration of Ab loaded ontoCNTs was further quantified 

by the BCA protein assay, a colorimetric assay commonly employed for the quantification of 

proteins, obtaining a loading of 173 mg/g. This value is comparable to the loading obtained by 

TGA. 
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Figure 1: TGA curves of pristine 152Sm@MWCNTs (black) and the conjugates functionalised 

with the phthalimide-protected amine moieties (light blue), the amino groups (dark blue), and 

with the antibody (pink). The analyses were performed under N2 using a ramp of 10°C·min-1.The 

level of functionalisation was calculated from the weight loss values at 650°C. 

 

The efficiency of the Ab immobilisation was then evaluated by gel electrophoresis under non-

reducing and reducing conditions. As reported in Figure 2, in non-reducing conditions there is one 

main band at ca. 150 kDa for Cetuximab, while there is no clear band corresponding to the antibody 

for the 152Sm@MWCNT-Ab conjugate, and only a light shadow is visible (second and third lane, 

respectively). As CNT samples do not enter into the gel, this result suggests that most of the 

antibodypresent on the nanotubes was covalently bound.Under reducing conditions, the breakage of 

the antibody structure into heavy and light chains resulted in the appearance of two bands at ca. 25 

and 50 kDa, respectively (fourth lane). In the case of the 152Sm@MWCNT-Ab conjugate, two main 

bands also appeared at ca. 25 and 50 kDa, corresponding to the detachment of the heavy and light 

chains, confirming the presence of the antibody onto the CNTs (fifth lane). 
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Figure 2: Gel electrophoresis of Cetuximab (Ab) and 152Sm@MWCNT-Ab run under non-

reducing (+) and reducing conditions (-) at 150 kV.The gel was stained with Coomassie blue. 

Protein ladderis shown in the first lane (size in kDa). 

 

The 152Sm@MWCNT-Ab conjugate wasalso characterised by TEM combined with 

immunostaining. The antibody-functionalised conjugate and 152Sm@MWCNT-NH2 as a 

controlwere stained with an anti-human IgG linked to colloidal gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) (15 nm 

diameter) able to recognise Cetuximab (human IgG) (Figure 3). For 152Sm@MWCNT-Ab stained 

with the anti-human IgG/AuNP, a multitude of black dots were visible around the nanotube 

backbone, which correspondedto the AuNPs (Figure 3a-b). Almost no AuNPswere visible in the 

images of the control sample prepared by incubating the CNT precursor devoid of the antibody 

(152Sm@MWCNT-NH2) (Figure 3c-d)with the anti-human IgG/AuNP,proving that there was no 

unspecific adsorption of the IgG onto the CNTs.As an additional control, 152Sm@MWCNT-Ab was 

separately stained with an anti-rabbit IgG/AuNP (15 nm), not specific towards human IgGs (Figure 

S2). 152Sm@MWCNT-Ab stained with the anti-rabbit IgG, did notshow unspecific binding between 

the two antibodies. Overall, the immunostaining showed the specific binding of the anti-human IgG 

to Cetuximab on the CNTs, further confirming the conjugation of the antibody to the CNTs and 

allowing its localisation onto the nanotube backbone. It also proved that its ability to recognise an 

appropriate secondary antibody was preserved after covalent conjugation. 
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Figure 3: TEM images of 152Sm@MWCNT-Ab (a-b) and 152Sm@MWCNT-NH2(c-d) after 

staining with anti-human IgG/AuNP. 

 

3.2 Pharmacokinetics and organ biodistribution of 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab by γ counting 

In vivo organ biodistribution of 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab in normal mice up to 24 h was assessed 

following intravenous injection. As shown in Figure 4, a fast clearance from the blood was 

observed in which less than 1% ID in the blood was detected at 30 min post-injection. The major 

accumulation was measured in lung (~70 %ID), followed by liver and spleen. Retention was 

observed in these organs with similar amount of uptake measured up to 24 h.Negligible 

radioactivity was detected in urine and faece samples collected over 24 h. Similar biodistribution 

profiles were foundinexperimental metastatic lung tumour-bearing C57BL/6 mice compared to 

normal C57BL/6 mice with prominent accumulation detected in lung, liver and spleen(Figure 5). 
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Figure 4:In vivo organ biodistribution of 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab in healthy mice. (a)Blood 

profile (b) excretion profiles (c) organ biodistribution profiles. C57BL/6 mice were i.v. injected 

with 200 µg of 153Sm@MWCNTs containing ~1 MBq. In excretion studies, mice were housed 

individually in metabolic cages for 24 h immediately after injection. The radioactivity in blood, 

major organs sampled at specified time points and urine/faeces collected at 24 h post-injection, 

were measured by γ counting. All the results are expressed as mean ± S.D. (n=3). The 

biodistribution in organs are presented as %ID per organ (c, left) or per g of organ (c, right). 

 

 

Figure 5:In vivo organ biodistribution of 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab in experimental metastatic 

lung tumour mice model at 1 h and 24 h post-injection. (a) %ID per organ (b) %ID per g of 
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organ. B16F10-luc tumour-bearing C57BL/6 mice were i.v. injected with 200 µg of 
153Sm@MWCNTs containing ~1 MBq. The radioactivity in blood and major organs were sampled 

at 1 and 24 h post-injection and measured by γ counting. All the results are expressed as mean ± 

S.D. (n=3). 

 

3.3 Radiotherapy of 153Sm@MWCNT-NH2 and 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab in B16F10-Luc-EGFR 

melanoma lung model 

B16F10-Luc-EGFR melanoma lung metastasis was the choice of cancer model to assess the 

radiotherapeutic efficacy of 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab since the highest uptake was found in lung. The 

results showed that both 153Sm@MWCNT-NH2 and 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab containing 15 MBq of 

radioactivity (200 µg of CNTs per mouse) significantly inhibited the tumour growth in lung after 

single dose injection (Figure 6). As clearly shown in the representative bioluminescence images 

taken on Day 13 and 17 post-tumour inoculation (Figure 6a), lower signals were detected in mice 

treated with 153Sm@MWCNT-NH2 or 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab compared to untreated mice, indicating 

the reduction in tumour growth after radiotherapy. Figure 6b shows quantitative bioluminescence 

imaging analysis on tumour growth over the therapy period. The injection of153Sm@MWCNT-NH2 

or 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab was done on Day 4 post-tumour inoculation and significant tumour growth 

inhibition was detected on Day 10 until the end of the study on Day 17 (p<0.01). Conjugation of 

anti-EGFR antibody however did not seem to enhance the therapeutic effect further as the tumour 

sizes of mice treated with 153Sm@MWCNT-NH2 and 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab were not significantly 

different from each other.  

 

As shown in Figure 6c, reduced number of tumour nodules can be visualised in the excised lung 

tissues from mice that received radiotherapy compared to untreated mice (Day 17). This resulted in 

lower lung weight in treated mice than the untreated mice (p<0.001).Histological examination on 

lung tissues further confirmedthe macroscopic observation of the high therapeutic efficacy of 
153Sm@MWCNT-NH2 and 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab treatments (Figure 7).High density of melanoma 

cells had invaded most of the lung tissue in theuntreated micewithout the normal presence of alveoli 

and bronchioles.In contrast,small and few tumour nodules were observed in the lungs of mice that 

received radiotherapy withabundant alveoli and bronchioles (Figure 7, left panel).Selected zoom-in 

images of tumour and non-tumour areasare shown in the middle and right panels.Some necrotic 

tumour cells can be found in treated lungs.It is difficult to identify CNTsin the lung tissues due to 

the melanin pigmentation of melanoma. 
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Figure 6:In vivo radiotherapy studies of 153Sm@MWCNT-NH2 and 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab in 

experimental metastatic lung tumour-bearing mice. (a) Representative whole-body images of 

untreated, 153Sm@MWCNT-NH2 and 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab treatment mice captured on Day 13 and 

Day 17 post-tumour inoculation. Bioluminescence signals correspond to luciferase expressing 

B16F10-Luc-EGFR cells in the lung. (b) Tumour growth monitoring over the therapy time course. 

(c) Average lung weight measured on Day 17 post-tumour inoculation, the experimental endpoint. 

EGFR-expressing B16F10 metastatic lung tumour-bearing C57BL/6 micereceived a single dose i.v. 

injection of 153Sm-MWCNT-NH2 or 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab (15 MBq, 200 µg) on Day 4 post-tumour 

inoculation. Results are presented as mean ± S.D. (n=6-9). Significant differences were examined 

using one-way ANOVA following by Tukey’s multiple comparison test (**p<0.01, ***p<0.001). 
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Figure 7: Histological examination of lung tissues post 153Sm@MWCNT-NH2 and 
153Sm@MWCNT-Ab radiotherapy. EGFR-expressing B16F10 lung metastasis -bearing C57BL/6 

mice were i.v injected with ~15 MBq of 153Sm@MWCNT-NH2 or 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab (200 µg) 

on Day 4 post tumour inoculation. Lung tissues from the above two treated groups and the untreated 

group were harvested on Day 17 and proceeded with histological examination. H&E (top panel) and 

Neutral Red (bottom panel) staining images are shown to the left (scale bars: 200 μm). The high 

magnification images of tumour (areas 1) and non-tumour (areas 2) lung tissues are shown in the 

middle and to the right(scale bars: 6 μm for zoomed-in images, areas 1 and 2). The dash circle 

indicates some necrotic tumour cells. 

 

3.4 Overall toxicity assessment after radiotherapy 

Toxicity and adverse effects of 153Sm@MWCNT-NH2 and 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab radiotherapy were 

assessed by monitoring thewhole body weight changes post-therapy, and measuring the vital organ 

weight and analysing haematological profiles at the end of the study (Figure 8). No significant 

difference was found between the groups expressed as % whole body weight change in reference to 

Day 0 before tumour inoculation (Figure 8a). Significant body weight loss (20%) was measured on 

Day 13 for all groups which was likely to be a result of tumour progression, not due to radiotherapy. 

Apart from lung tissues containing tumours, the other major organs did not display significant 

weight loss in all untreated and treated mice (Figure 8b). As we observed some toxicity in spleen 

using the compound without functionalisationpreviously[11], haematological analysis was 

performed for naïve mice (bearing no tumours), untreated tumour-bearing mice and mice that 

received radiotherapy.Decreased white blood cell counts were measured in radiotherapy mice 

compared to naïve or untreated tumour-bearing mice although the differences were not significant 

(p>0.05, data not shown). As shown in Figure 8c, the % of lymphocyte decreased from 84 ± 4.2 % 

in naïve mice to 60.3 ± 9.2 % (p= 0.03) in untreated tumour-bearing mice. In contrast, the % of 

neutrophil increased from 15.7 ± 4 % in naïve mice to 35.3 ± 10.7 % (p= 0.04) in untreated tumour-

bearing mice. Nevertheless, no significant differences in the % of various white blood cell 

population were detected among the tumour-bearing mice with or without treatment.The results 

indicated that the changes in the % of lymphocytes and neutrophils were due to the presence of the 

tumour, and not directly associated with the radiotherapy. 

 

Histological analysis was carried out on H&E stained major organs excised post radiotherapy. As 

shown in Figure S3, no major histologic changes were observed in heart, liver, spleen and 

kidney.From the adjacent sections stained with Neutral Red (bottom panel),the presence of CNTs 
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can be observed in liver and spleen of the mice that received treatment. This is in line with the 

organ biodistribution data obtained by gamma counting that the uptake of CNTs were detected in 

liver and spleen, in addition to lung. Interestingly, CNTs accumulated more in the red pulp of 

spleen which is made up many types of blood cells including phagocytic cells, compared to the 

white pulp which mainly contains lymphocytes. 
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Figure 8: Toxicity assessments after 153Sm@MWCNT-NH2 and 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab 

radiotherapy. (a) % Whole body weight changes (b) organ weight and (c)white blood cell counts 

analysis after therapy. EGFR-expressing B16F10 metastatic lung tumour-bearing C57BL/6 mice 

were i.v injected with ~15 MBq of 153Sm@MWCNT-NH2 and 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab (200 µg). 

Body weights were measured twice a week post-injection. Major organs and blood were sampled at 

experimental endpoint (Day 17 post-tumour inoculation). Blood smears were stained and examined 

by pathologists. Significant differences were examined using one-way ANOVA followed by 

Tukey’s multiple comparison test (n.s.: non-significant, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001). 

 

 

 

3.5 Dosimetry simulation studies 

Figure 9 shows the model predictions of the tumour cell population based on the simple dosimetry 

model (Equation 1), assuming three different α/β ratios 1, 2 or 3 which yielded α= 0.0068, 0.0102 

and 0.0122, respectively. As can be seen, the best agreement was achieved for α=0.0068 

corresponding to the α/β ratio of 1. Such a low value for the α/β ratio is indicative of a radioresistant 

cell population with high dose-rate sparing capacity. The minimum of surviving fraction for 

α=0.0068 Gy-1 is only 0.77 whereas it is 0.26 and 0.13 for α=0.0102 Gy-1 and α=0.0122 Gy-1 

respectively. The simple model qualitatively predicts that the administered radioactivity reduces 

significantly the rate of tumour growth compared to the ‘no treatment’ exponentially growing curve. 

However, it is also clear that the amount of administered activity is insufficient to overcome the 

effect of cell proliferation.  
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Figure 9:Relative tumour size as a function of time after 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab radiotherapy. 

EGFR-expressing B16F10-luc tumour-bearing C57BL/6 mice received a single dose i.v. injection 

of 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab (15 MBq, 200 µg) on Day 4 post-tumour inoculation. Black square dots 

represent experimental data and blue, green and orange lines are simulated results using different 

radiobiological parameters.The ‘no treatment’ line shows the predicted exponential growth if no 

activity is administered based on the fit of experimental data. 

 

4. Discussion 

With the rapid development in nanotechnology, nanomedicines have represented a promising layer 

in cancer diagnosis and therapy programmes, particularly aiming to enhance the treatment 

selectivity and specificity. As a natural consequence, an increasing number of studies have explored 

nanoparticle-mediated delivery platforms as a tool to deliver radionuclides for cancer 

radiotherapy[2-4].  

 

Previously wedeveloped a novel approach to engineer carbon nanocapsules packaging theranostic 
125I (Auger and γ emitter) by solution phase filling, followed by end-closing, without the need of 

using a chelator, to target lung tissues[25]. The construct underwent subsequent sugar 

functionalisation on the sidewall,thus improving water dispersibility and biocompatibility. 

Lungaccumulation being attributed to the physical properties of the single-walled carbon 

nanocapsules within physiology[26]. Using fullerenes as corks, Pascu et al. have employed copper-

64 filled nanocapsules for PET imaging[27]. Realising the importance of fast and safe manipulation 

of radiotherapeutics due to their constant decay, we further tailored this radioactive nanocapsule 

system by replacing 125I with stable 152Sm and obtaining theranostic153Sm by neutron activation[11]. 

This approach allowed some of the lengthy preparation steps, such as filling of the CNTs and 

subsequent removal of non-encapsulated compounds[16, 28] to be done at ease with no time or 

radiological constraints. Neutron irradiation is performed on enriched nanocapsules, free of external 

material, and the subsequent external functionalization can be thus done within a suitable timeframe 

for patient use.Furthermore, tuning the radioactivity obtained in the resultant nanocapsules is 

possible by modifying the duration of neutron irradiation. The resulting high yields of specific 

radioactivity not only allowed SPECT/CT imaging but also made the nanocapsules therapeutically 

effective in delaying growth of metastatic lung tumours after single intravenous injection. 

 
153Sm is one of the bone-seeking radioisotopes used in clinic with the role in palliative treatment for 

patients with osteoblastic skeletal metastases such as breast cancer and multiple myeloma[29]. The 
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usage is in the form of 153Sm-ethylenediaminetetramethylene phosphonate chelate with roughly half 

of the injection dose deposited to bone and the other half being excreted through renal clearance. 

The dominant bone uptake feature results in effective pain relief, but the applications are however 

limited. The ideal therapeutic distance of ~ 1.01 mm and a half-life of 48.6 h should place 153Sm in 

a better position in cancer management with wider applications[30]. The present study set an 

example, delivering 153Sm by nanoparticles to treat cancers other than skeletal metastases.  

 

The multi-functional feature of nanoparticlesenables further conjugation of targeting ligands which 

can potentiate the intracellular internalisation of nanoparticles to enhance their therapy specificity. 

This is particularly important for Auger particleswith low radiation energies (20-500 eV) and 

limited ranges(~ 0.01 µm), restricting their therapeutic efficacy if not internalised into cells[31, 

32].There have been studies developing tumourtargeting radioactiveliposomes, polymeric 

nanoparticles or albumin particles that were chemically linked with folate, integrin antagonist or 

antibodies[5, 33, 34].Following single injection (i.v. or i.p.) of targeting radionanoparticles 

incorporated with β or β/γ emitters such as 90Y and 131I, significant tumour growth delay was 

achieved compared to non-targeted controls. We have previously exploited EGFR antibody-

functionalised SWCNTs filled with radioactivable metals 152SmCl3 or LuCl3[12]. The results of 

enhanced cellular uptake in EGFR positive cancer cells prompted the current study to explore the 

system for tumour-targeted radiotherapy by means of neutron activation to yield high specific 

radioactivity. 

 

To impart targeting capability, 153Sm@MWCNTs were covalently functionalised with Cetuximab. 

CNTs were first functionalised by nitrene cycloaddition with a biocompatible triethyleneglycol 

moiety bearing a protected primary amine with the double aim to improve the water dispersibility of 

the nanotubes and allow the covalent immobilisation of Cetuximab by subsequent amidation. After 

deprotection the amine functions reacted with the carboxylic acids of the antibody in the presence 

of coupling agents. Improved dispersibility in water or PBS was observed compared to the non-

functionalised Sm@MWCNT prepared in the previous study [11]. Indeed, 1% Pluronic® F-127 in 

saline was necessary to maintain a good suspension of non-functionalised Sm@SWCNT and 

Sm@MWCNT for injection, while in this study the dispersions of 153Sm@MWCNT-NH2 or 
153Sm@MWCNT-Ab were prepared in PBS only. Without the use of Pluronic® F-127 surfactant, it 

was possible to maintain a good suspension, indicating the improved dispersibility after 

functionalisation and antibody conjugation. 
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A syngeneic B16F10-Luc-EGFR experimental melanoma lung metastasis model was chosen, taking 

advantage of the lung accumulation property of 153Sm@MWCNTs observed previously[11]. EGFR-

expressing tumour cells wereemployed in the current study to assess the targeting radiotherapeutic 

efficacy of 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab. Prior to the therapy study, biodistribution profiles of 
153Sm@MWCNT-Ab were established in healthy and tumour-bearing mice.Comparable organ 

biodistribution pattern of 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab was observed in both mice (Figure 4 and 5).Both 

types of functionalised 153Sm@MWCNT-NH2 and 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab showed higher lung 

uptake and lower spleen accumulation compared to the first generation non-functionalised 
153Sm@MWCNTs[11].Interestingly, in contrast to our previous report where spleen weight loss and 

abnormal histology were observed with non-functionalised 153Sm@MWCNTs,in this study, no 

significant spleen weight loss (Figure 8b) nor changes in haematological profiles (Figure 8c) were 

measured between untreated mice and mice treated with 153Sm@MWCNT-NH2 or 
153Sm@MWCNT-Ab.Histological analysis further confirmed that normal microscopic features 

were observed in heart, liver, spleen and kidney tissue sections, suggesting no obvious toxicity.The 

decreased toxicity could be due to the lower radiation dose used in the current study (i.e. 15 MBq vs 

20 MBq per mouse). It may also be attributed to the functionalisation of the 
153Sm@MWCNTswhichhas improved theirbiocompatibility overall. In our previous study 

investigating the immunological profiles of non-irradiated functionalised152Sm@SWCNT-Ab,no 

monocyte/macrophage depletion was observed in the mice treated with 152Sm@SWCNT-NH2 and 
152Sm@SWCNT-Ab at day 1, 7 and 13 post-injection (150 µg/mouse), indicating their 

biocompatibility[35]. 

 

Dosimetrysimulationmodel was established in this study based ona few assumptions and 

simplifications due to the limited available data as described in Methods.Our simple model 

omittedthe complex nature of tumour cell behaviour, such as repair of radiation damage 

mechanisms, tumour blood supply and related variability radiosensitivity of hypoxic cells butwas 

still able to qualitatively predict that the present level of the injected activity slows down the tumour 

growth. The model also enables to get approximate prediction of local tumour control. Here, we 

will define it as eradication of all clonogenic cells with 95% probability. Estimated number of cells 

in 0.05 g tumour is 5×107, and we will assume that they all proliferate. Expressing that in terms of 

surviving fraction, the required minimum surviving fraction is 𝑆𝐹 <  ( . )

×
≈ 1 × 10 . The 

required intake was estimated iteratively until the minimum of surviving fraction was below this 

value. This is achieved for the administered activity of 130 MBq for α = 0.0068 Gy-1, or 90 MBq 

for α = 0.0102 Gy-1, or 75 MBq for α = 0.0122 Gy-1. 
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Despite the fact that the radiation dose in the current work is a three-quarter of that used in our 

previous study due to some toxicity observed previously[11], remarkable therapeutic efficacy was 

shown in the mice receiving single injection of 153Sm@MWCNT-NH2 or 153Sm@MWCNT-

Ab(Figure 6). By assessing the tumour growth rate between Day 7 and Day 17 post tumour 

inoculation, the slope of the growth curve from untreated mice (4.0x106, R2=0.96) was ~5 times 

(8.1x105, R2=0.95) and ~7 times (5.7x105, R2=0.86) greater than the mice treated with 
153Sm@MWCNT-NH2 and 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab, respectively. In other words, although the given 

radioactivity dose might not be sufficient to achieve complete tumour regression, as also predicted 

by dosimetry simulation,it is obvious that tumours nearly remained dormant after the treatments of 

either 153Sm@MWCNT-NH2 or 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab. The seemingly comparable anti-tumour 

efficacy observed for 153Sm@MWCNT-NH2 and 153Sm@MWCNT-Ab (days of growth delay, p = 

0.35) was however not surprising in view of the effective range of β particle emitters which can 

release electrons in the distance up to several millimetres. 153Sm emits β particles within a range of 

0.5 mm to 1.01 mm which is relatively smaller compared to other β emitters (e.g. 12 mm for 90Y 

and 5 mm for 188Re [2, 30]). After all, most of the lung tissues (healthy and cancerous tissues), were 

likely to be covered by the radiation energy. With this regard, Auger emitters that deposit energy in 

extremely short distances may be better models for evaluating the targeting efficacy since the high 

density of radiation can ideally concentrate more on targeted tumour cells and spare the non-

targeted healthy tissues during the therapy course. 

 

However, β-emitting isotopes are exclusively usedfor RIT in clinicastheir longer emission range is 

preferable tocover more of the tumour regions and possibly overcome the heterogeneity of uptake 

within the tumour[36]. 131I is commonly used to treat thyroid cancer and its use in combination with 

antibody has granted FDA approval to treat lymphoma(131iodine- tositumomab, BEXXAR®)[37]. 
90Y is astrong β-emitter and 90Y-labelled ibritumomab tiuxetan (Zevalin®)is another approved 

targeted radionuclidefor lymphoma[38].177Lu is an example of medium-energy β-emitters and has 

been used in combination with prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) ligands for treating 

prostate cancer[39].Nanoparticles can certainly play a key role in this growing field of targeted RIT 

[40]to achieve specific tumour targeting either by passive targeting due to intrinsic properties (e.g. 

the enhanced accumulation and retentioneffect for PEGylated nanoparticles or the lung-targeting 

feature of the developed CNT)or by active targeting with an additional engineering of targeting 

ligands[2-4]. It is worth noting that 153Sm and the above clinically commonly used three β-

emittersalso emit γ raysso patients can be imaged and monitored by PET or SPECT during the 
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treatment course. Moreover,these theranostic radionuclides are with high availability at relatively 

low cost as they can be produced with neutron activation[36]. 

 

It might not be in the immediate future for carbon materials to be translated clinically if 

administered systemically[41]. However, attributed to the superior in vivo stability, the developed 

carbon nanocapsules can be feasibly applied as implants for brachytherapy, a local radiation therapy 

for cancer in clinic.In the present study, we have produced antibody-conjugated radioactive carbon 

nanocapsules with high specific radioactivity suitable for cancer imaging and therapy. The 

advantages offered include the simplicity in materials filling and purification prior radiation, the 

tunable and less costly feature of neutron activation, and the appendment of biological ligands on 

radioactive capsules via fast chemical reactions.The concept, strategy and approaches developed 

may be readily applied to other nanomedicine systems for radiotherapy. 

 

5. Conclusions 

The present work developed tumour-targeted carbon nanocapsules encapsulating theranostic 153Sm 

prepared by neutron activation. Tumour growth studies showed significant reduction after a single 

injection at a dose of 15 MBq, using an experimental lung metastatic melanoma model.The results 

demonstrated that ourfunctionalisation strategy successfully improved the biocompatibility of the 

CNT conjugates, more specifically by reducing spleen and haematological toxicity,while not 

compromising the radiotherapeutic efficacy to effectively suppress the growth of melanoma lung 

metastasic tumour model. The established pharmacokinetics and dosimetry profiles could be useful 

for further application in other tumour models, species, and potentially for clinical applications. 
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